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All three North American countries have federal political systems where some responsibilities are
devolved to subnational and local governments. How does this affect climate change mitigation
and adaptation? We analyze how federalism affects urban responses to climate change in three
different political systems, using three major cities with similar budgets as case studies.
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Context:

Toronto

City GDP per capita, $USD

Mexico City

Population

2.8 million

865,000

9 million

City GDP

$276 billion USD

$331 billion USD

$404 billion USD

City budget

$9.84 billion CAD
(2015)
-In constitution, cities
are ‘creatures of the
province’:
-Toronto has special
powers in Ontario law

$8.56 billion USD
(2015)
-In US, cities are
‘creatures of the state’
-Mixed city/county/
special district system.
-SF is a city and county

$8.15 billion USD
(2014)
-Capital city has special
recognition in
constitution; will
receive a new city
constitution in 2017

Federalism in -1990s devolution in
practice
Ontario resulted in
city budget shortages
-Limited federalprovincial
coordination on
climate action
-Major provincial debt
Economic
-Toronto better
context
placed than others
due to population
growth and role as an
economic hub
Top climate -Storm damage,
change
heat-related public
concerns
health issues
Main
-Ontario mandates
mitigation
GHG reporting;
laws and
Toronto goes beyond
programs
minimum
-City is leading in GHG
emissions reduction;
coordination of City’s
different sectors

-Prop. 13 and 2008
recession led to
municipal budget
crises, bankruptcies
-Limited federal
government climate
action in US
-Major state debt
-Dense concentration
of high-income
residents but also high
poverty rates

Main
adaptation
programs

-City ‘greening’ to
absorb stormwater
-Integration of flooding
concerns into planning
-Resilience strategy to
be announced Apr
2016

-Political leadership on
climate change
(national law passed,
2012) but limited
cooperation between
levels of government
-Special district, no
state
-Medium-high income,
manufacturing has
largely moved out of
Mexico City since 1994
(NAFTA)
-Sea level rise,
-Air pollution and
flooding, storm
smog, heatwaves,
damage
drought
-California a ‘super-Air quality: drastic
regulator’ state
improvements since
-City ‘greening’ and
1992 through
climate change
regulation, expansion
network between City of public transit
authorities
-Mayor: commitment
to invest 10% of city
budget in ‘resilience’
-Some integration with
urban planning (smogabsorbing surfaces)
-Continuing regulation
of car use
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Comparing three cities in federal context: analysis of constitutional and legal texts and federalism
in practice; data review of fiscal documents and databases; review of climate change strategies.

San Francisco Mexico City

San Francisco

-Resilience strategies
adopted 2013, 2014
-City ‘greening’,
creating heat sinks,
increasing stormwater
system capacity

Methods

44888.89

Toronto

Legal
context:
Cities in the
constitution

Population density map of California
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ae
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Achievements: Drivers and Barriers
Toronto

San Francisco

Mexico City

Governance in -Early political leadership,
practice:
integration of climate change
Drivers
plans in all departments
-Costs of inaction now
recognized, quantified
-Formal targets and agenda for
change exist
Barriers
-Budget constraints, although
minor compared to other cities

-State of California is leading in
terms of climate change
requirements, resources for cities
-Vulnerability to climate change is
intense and visible

-Early political leadership (city
and national level)
-Strong economic base means
that a lack of intergovernmental
cooperation is not a major
obstacle

-Complex governance network:
many separate authorities

-Limited cooperation between
levels of government

Emissions
reductions:
Drivers

-Push for water, energy
conservation, mainly led by state
of California
-Integration of climate needs with
urban planning

-Institutionalization of climate
change plans, integration in all
areas
-Incentives, support for residents
and business
-High level of resources, technical
ability and staff
Barriers
-Limited sharing of information
and tools with other
municipalities in metro area; not
part of FCM city network
-Public concern fairly low
Public transit -Continued investment
improvements: -Public support for transit
Drivers
-Incentives for bike share
Barriers
-Changes in plans, limited
budgets, limited funding from
higher levels of government

-Public recognition of air quality
problems
-International ‘shaming’ in 1992
of city’s poor air quality,
combined with post-1994 shift of
manufacturing out of city
-Regulation of cars, industry
-Fragmented political authority
-Geography, high car use, warm
-Public concern fairly low: sea level climate means ozone and smog
rise is seen as a distant concern
remain at unhealthy levels
compared to other political issues -Reliance on oil and gas industry,
such as housing affordability
manufacturing (nationally)
-Connection of climate change
-Major, consistent investment at
needs with high-profile issues
the city government level
(pedestrian safety)
-Public safety issues could
-City is still under-served and
discourage pedestrian and cyclist there is some public resistance to
use of streets
transit (service and image issue)

Mexico bus image http://www.cityclock.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Mexico-City-2014City-Clock-7.jpg

Mexico City
•
•
•

Early city-level and national leadership on climate
Major gains (although traffic, air pollution remain
high)
Promising future but greater intergovernmental
cooperation, public transit promotion is needed

San Francisco bike lane
http://sfdpw.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/4847San%20Francisco%20Public%20Works%20--%20District%206.pdf

San Francisco
•
•
•
•

Leadership at state level
Partnerships, networks created between City
government departments and other authorities
Greening of city – but not fully linked between
sectors
Legal complexity, social equity issues with
layering of special district governments

Lessons:

Networks
not always
effective (San
Francisco, FCM)

First step is political
leadership – see
Mexico, Ontario laws
and implementation

Toronto green roof
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid
=3a0b506ec20f7410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD

Toronto
•
•
•

Toronto GHG emissions
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid
=4e4c295f69db1410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD&vgnex
tchannel=a201fbfa98491410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD

For smaller cities: First
get politicians ‘on
board.’ Information,
tools, incentives for
residents and business
can help motivate action

Slower
gains in less
resourced
cities

Early leader in the Canadian context
Strong institutionalization of climate plans:
gains made under successive administrations,
even when climate was not a political priority
Resources and technical capacity are strong –
other Canadian cities do not have same
resource level. Opportunities for sharing tools
in the province and beyond

Budget image: created from budget data from: City of Toronto
http://www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/Strategic%20Communications/City%20Budget/2016/PD
Fs/Charts/Chart_MoneyComesGoes_full.pdf; San Francisco 2015
http://www.sfmayor.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=400; Mexico City 2014
http://www.finanzas.df.gob.mx/pciudadano/2014/vertientes_gasto_decreto.html.

Hamilton GHG emissions, Brian Montgomery for AMO, p13
https://www.amo.on.ca/AMO-PDFs/Events/15OWMC/TakingAction.aspx

San Francisco sea level rise model, CAL-ADAPT
http://cal-adapt.org/sealevel

Opportunity to work
with existing interests
(nexus): clean air,
reduced traffic, public
health, local food and
energy production

Second step is
institutionalizing
climate change
planning (laws,
specific strategies and
tools)

Budgets are a common
constraint but don’t
need to be (e.g.
California): Really a
political commitment
issue

In addition to political
commitment, higher
public awareness is
needed. Messaging
matters

In conclusion: Promote awareness of relevant science
and the financial risks and gains of climate adaptation
compared to inaction. Increase financial resources
and commitment by motivating public and political
leadership – followed by entrenching goals.

